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l6SEr’un 20 geçişi için multipol karışımları bulunmuştu. Bu izotobun 
bazı state’leri için Nilsson dalga fonksiyonları da bilinmektedir. Böyle- 
ce Hindrans faktörleri hesaplanıp aynı multipol için daha önce diğer 
izotopların geçişlerine bulunan değerlerle karşılaştırılabilir. Aynı mul- 
tipollar için bu şekilde bulunan değerlerin çok iyi uyuştukları tesbit 
edilmiştir.

The multipolc m i ring ratios for 20 transitions weıe determined for 
l65Er. The Nilsson wave funetions for some of these States are also 
knoum. Thus the hindrance factors may be determined and a compa- 
rision of the results with the previous values for the same multipola- 
rities in other nuclei can be plotted. İt is found that there is a good 
agrement omongst the hindrance factors for the same multipolarities.

INTRODUCTION :

The ratio of the theoretical and the experimental transition proba- 
bilities are knovvn as hindrance factors F. The theoretical transition 
propabilities may be given by the Weisskopf estimate, and the hind
rance factors (Fh) with respect to this are:

F«z = T{ )(n L)„perime„t/T{ j । Y (~ MW((iıııkop(

The partial gamma-ray halflives L) with respect to the Weisskopf 
estimate are listed in table 1 (Löbner, 1974), and the experimental 
values may be calculated from

(t:L) = T(İ) (level) [ £Nd/NK(nL) ।
fi
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where Ny(ıtL) is the intensity of the gamma-ray with multipolarity L 
and Ej Nâ is the sum of the intensities of ali transitions depopulating 
the level of interest.

Table 1. Partial gamma-ray half-lives according to the Weisskopf estimate for 
lif fer en t mııltlpole transitions. (A = mass number, E = transition eııergy in MeV).

T( , j.,(Al) =6.76/1- V X 10-5 sec

r(J)r(£2) =9‘52 A~*'3 V X 10-9 sec

r(i)Y(A/1)=2-20
r(i)Y(A/2)=3-10X,“2/’

X 10—14 sec

X 10—8 sec

The calculated hindrance factors Fw for same transitions in 165Er are 
shown in table2.

The reduced transition probabilities calculated by Nathan and Nels- 
son (1965) imply that, if the multipolarity of a gamma-ray betvvcen 
different intrinsic States is L< |E, —Ez|, then such a transition is strictly 
forbidden within the framework of the Nilsson model, and their transition 
probabilities are determined by the presence of K - admixtures in the 
vvave functions. On the other hand, for |E, Ez| <L<Kt ' Kt the ratio 
of the reduced transition probabilities for gamma-rays for same multi
polarity from an arbitrary state to any two members of a final State 
K, is given by

BlıtL.JiKtJfKf) _ <J.LKt(Kf-Kl)\Jl Kf>2 
’’’ BVnL.JiKtJfKf) <JiLKl(Kf—Kl)\JfKf>1

This is called the Alaga branching rule (Alaga et al., 1955).

THE HİNDRANCE FACTORS FOR SOME TRANSİTİONS IN ,<S5Er :

The hindrance factors Fw with respect to the Weisskopf estimate 
evaluated for some transitions in '‘"'Er are listed in table 2. It can be 
seen from fig. 2. that these values fail in the range of hindrance 
factors (Fw) evaluated for (AE = 1, El) (AE 1, E2), (aE = 1, Afi), 
(AK—1, Af2) and (AK=0, El) (Löbner, 1974). These values are also 
consistent with the selection rules for the Nilsson States. Thus in the 
case of 55 keV, 60 keV, 114 keV and 218 keV transitions, the Afi multi-
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polarity is hindered by F^ — IO2 — Fıv —3,5X102 whereas thc E2 multi- 
polarity is hindered by F» — 2X10_| —FH — 2.7X1O-2. In the case of 
249 keV, 265 keV and 389 keV the El multipolarity is hindered by 
Fw —2.7X10'—Fu—9.3 X104 and the M2 multipolarity is hindered by 
F»—1.9X10“' —8.9X10 3. From Löbner's (1974) results it can be seen 
that the smallest value for (aK=4, 4f2) is of the order of 2X10’, for 
(AK=3, M2) Fm~8X102, for (aF=2, M2) F„~10, for (AF = 1, Af2)
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Fig. 2. Range of hindrance factors relatlve to the Weiskopf estlmate F.. The 
dashed llnes show the dependence of F. on | AK | accordlng to the emprlcal rule 
logFw = 2 ( |AK| -I). The clrcles show present values. [Taken from Löbner (1974)]
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Table 2. The calcıılated hlndrance factors for sonıe transltions İn ,8iEr.

Y-ray 
Enery 
(keV)

Initial and Einal 
Nilsson States 

K(Nn3M

Multi 
polarity 

(n£)

t (r.Lr 
(|)rexp

T(x£)
(y) YWeİSS

Fw

55
1— 3—
-y (521), “2“ (521) Afi 4.1X10-* 1.3X10-“ 3.15X102

55 £2 1.6X10’ 2.4X10-0 6.63X10—2

60
1- 3—
y (521), "y (521) Afi ı.ıxıo-a 1.0X10-“ 1.10X10’

60 £2 3.5X10—8 1.3X10-G 2.69X10-’

114 1- 3-
(521), -y (521) Afi ı.oxıo-9 0.5X10-" 2.00X10’

114 £2 1.6X10—8 5.7X10-’ 7.80X10-’

218
3- 5—
-y (521), -y (523) Afi 0.1X10-’ 0.2X10-" 3 50X10’

218 £2 1.4X10-" 0.6X10-’ 2.30X10-’

249 3- 54-
-y (521), -y (642) £1 4.1X10-’ 1.5X10—13 2.7X10‘

249 Af2 9.8X10-’ ı.ıxıo-8 8.91X10—8

264 14- 3-
-y (500), -y (521) £1 11.3X10-’ 1.2X10-” 9.26X10‘

264 Af2 24.2X10-’ 8.0X10-’ 3.03X10-’

389
1 1-
-y (660), -y (521) £1 2.6X10-’ 3.8X10—14 6.80X10*

389 Af2 2.1X10-“ 1.1X20-’ 1.91X10-

Fm~10-2. However, there is no experimental value available for (aK = 0, 
Af 2). In the present case this is found to be Fw~2X10'* which may fit 
rather well amongst the previous values.

3_  5 _ı
The 249 keV occurs in between —— (521) and (642) Nilsson

states which are defined as 2C(Wn3A) thus for this transition Aff=l,

* The halt llves of the states are taken fronı Andrejtscheff et al (1874) and they 
are listed in table 4., The mixing ratios are listed in table 9 reference 1.
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AK= —1, An3=—2 and AA=—1. The 264 keV transition is in betvveen 
14- 3_
—=—(400) and — - (521) States and has the same values for AK, AK, 

and AA. The selection rules for these agree with the large hindrance 
factors for El multipolarity. These hindrance factors are

Fu(249keV; El) = 2.77X1(P

and /•, (249 keV: El) = 9.26X1(F

Anderstscheff et al (1972) evaluated the Fw for the El transitions bet- 
5 4- 7_

ween the -ğ—(512)----— (633) states in a number of nuclei, and they

found that

FU~5X1O4 in "'Dy

and Fw~2X105 in l67Er

Although these do not correspond to the same states in ,65Er they have 
the same selection rules of AK—1, AK= —1, An)= — 2 and AA——1 as 
the 249 keV and 264 keV and from this point may be compared and 
inaeed they are consistent with the values of Fw for 1&5Dy and ,67Er.
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